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Limited classroom time available in middle school mathematics classes forces teachers to choose between assisting students’ development and assessing students’ abilities. To help teachers make better use of their time, we are integrating assistance and assessment by utilizing a web-based system (“Assistment”) that will offer instruction to students while providing a more detailed evaluation of their abilities to the teacher than is possible under current approaches (refer to [7] for more details about the Assistment system). We describe the reports designed and implemented to provide real time reporting to teachers in their classrooms. This reporting system is robust enough to support the 800 students currently using our system.
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INTRODUCTION

MCAS (Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System) is a graduation requirement in which all students educated with public funds in the tested grades are required to participate. This is a high-stakes standards-based test filled with challenging multi-step problems that tap a variety of different mathematical concepts, making it nearly impossible to prepare to this test in a shallow manner. In 2004, over 20% of students failed the 10th
grade math test, and 2,582 students, representing 4% of 12th graders were denied a diploma for not passing the test (Massachusetts Dept. of Education, 2003). Because students are more likely to fail the mathematics portion of the test, educators are focusing efforts on mathematics.

Given the limited classroom time available in middle school mathematics classes, teachers must choose between time spent assisting students’ development and time spent assessing students abilities. To help resolve this dilemma, we are integrating assistance and assessment by utilizing a web-based system (“Assistment”) supported by the U.S. Department of Education. The Assistments system offers instruction to students while providing a more detailed evaluation of their abilities to the teacher than is possible under current approaches. Each assistment consists of an original item and a list of scaffolding questions given only to students who have given wrong answers to original items. By providing instructional assistance during assessment, teachers justify having students spend time using our system. By breaking the original problems into scaffolding questions plus hint messages and buggy messages, the Assistment system gives more focused instruction than that provided by online multiple-choice systems. Also the scaffolding questions enable us to assess individual knowledge components instead of only overall performance. Our supporting website “www.assistment.org” has been running for half a year, providing 75 assistments and is being used by 9 teachers and about 1000 students.

Schools seek to use the yearly MCAS assessments in a data-driven manner to provide regular and ongoing feedback to teachers and students on progress towards instructional objectives. However, teachers need feedback more often than once a year and they do not want to wait six months for the state to grade the exams. Teachers and parents also want better feedback than they currently receive. While the number of mathematics skills and concepts that a student needs to acquire is on the order of hundreds, the feedback on the MCAS is broken down into only 5 mathematical reporting categories, known as “Strands”. One principal requests more efforts on Geometry and Measurement because his students scored poorly in those areas (receiving 38% and 36% correct compared to over 41+% correct in the three other categories). Additionally, individual student’s response to each question is also given in the feedback. However, a detailed analysis of state tests in Texas concluded that such topic reporting is not reliable because items are not equated for difficulty

---

1We use the term scaffolding question because they are like scaffolding that will help students solve the problem (and can “faded” later) so the scaffolds are meant to scaffold their learning. [2]
within these areas [3]. To get some intuition on why this is the case, the reader is encouraged to try item 19 from the 2003 MCAS shown in Figure 1. Then ask yourself “What is the most important thing that makes this item difficult?” Clearly, this item includes elements from four of the 5 “strands” (only missing “Data Analysis, Statistics and Probability”). They are Algebra, Geometry (for its use of congruence), Number Sense (for doing the arithmetic operations), or Measurement (for the use of perimeter). Ignoring this obvious overlap, the state chose just one strand, Geometry, to classify the item. As shown below, the question of tagging items to learning standards is very important because teachers, principals and superintendents are all being told to be “data-driven” and use the MCAS reports to inform their instruction and help their students. As a teacher has said “It does affect reports... because then the state sends reports that say that your kids got this problem wrong so they’re bad in geometry-and you have no idea, well you don’t know what it really is- whether it’s algebra, measurement/perimeter, or geometry.”

There are several reasons for this poor reporting: 1) the reasonable desire to give problems that tap-multiple knowledge components, 2) a student’s response to paper and pencil tests alone is not sufficient to determine what knowledge components to credit or blame, and 3) some problem knowledge components involved in decomposing and recomposing multi-step problems need to be modelled, yet are currently poorly understood by cognitive science. Accordingly, a teacher cannot trust that putting more effort on a particular low scoring area will pay off in the next round of testing.

In the Assistment Project, we have made an effort to give quick (even live) reports to teachers based on continuous data from their students, including more detailed analysis of students’ learning and knowledge status. We have defined a finer-grained transfer model and applied it in our reporting system to address students’ weaknesses on specific concepts or

Figure 1
Item 19 from 2003 MCAS.

![Figure 1: Item 19 from 2003 MCAS.](image)
skills and to infer what students know and are learning. We believe this makes it easier for a teacher to make data-driven changes in the classroom.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The first section introduces the system infrastructure. We describe the MCAS curriculum frameworks and the hierarchical transfer model developed at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) in the second section. The third section shows an improved reporting system informing teachers in a more efficient and instructive way. It also shows how teachers are helped to analyse problems. Initial results on automating student learning analysis are also presented.

1. DATA COLLECTION

The Assistment system is deployed on the Internet, wherein students open a web browser and login in to work on problems. A Java-based runtime system [5] posts each student’s actions (other than mouse movements) to a message server as an xml message that includes timestamp, student ID, problem ID, student’s action type (attempt problem or request help), student’s input and response. Messages are first queued and then stored in the database server at WPI. Students’ progress is remembered in progress files enabling them resume their work.

MySQL database server was used as the database server before switching to Oracle when records increased to 1 million in just half a year. Currently, the database uses 30 tables; one for storing log data, 3 for tracking users, 6 for assistments, curricula, class assignments and students’ progress, 5 for storing paper and pencil tests results, about 5 for a transfer model (transfer model structure, knowledge components and mappings between knowledge components and questions). Other database objects (e.g., views, indices, stored procedures) help organize data and promote reporting performance.

2. TRANSFER MODEL

A transfer model [4] is a cognitive model that contains a group of knowledge components and maps existing questions (original items and scaffolding questions) to knowledge components. It also indicates the number of times a particular knowledge component has been applied for a given question. It is called a “transfer model” since the intent is to predict learning and knowledge transfer. Transfer models are useful in selecting the
next problem. The next section shows that transfer models are important for quality reporting.

### 2.1 Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks

The Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks (MCAS) breaks 5 strands (Patterns, Relations, and Algebra; Geometry; Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability; Measurement; Number Sense and Operations) into 39 individual “learning standards” for 8th grade math and tags each item with one of the 39 standards. As shown in Figure 1, Item 19 from Year 2003 has been tagged with “G.2.8 Congruence and similarity”, the 2nd learning standard in the Geometry strand according to its congruence.

### 2.2 WPI Transfer Model

Several attempts have been made to use MCAS learning standards to code items, first with one standard per question, and then our own coding allowing each question to be tagged with multiple standards. Because we could not get statistically reliable coefficients on the learning standards, we hypothesize that a finer grained model would help. Additionally, more detailed analysis is needed for reporting to teachers and for predicting students’ responses.

WPI300, containing only 174 knowledge components, is the first model created. Knowledge components are arranged in a hierarchy based on prerequisite structure. Questions point to an unordered list of knowledge components. To date, 102 knowledge components have been used to tag 92 assistments (including 853 questions). Generated reports reveal detailed information about students’ learning and knowledge components contained in problems. Our current goal is to show that WPI300, as a finer grained cognitive model, will be more predictive. Math education researchers can upload their own transfer model for subsequent reporting.

### 3. REPORTING SYSTEM

#### 3.1.1 Student Grade Book Report

Nine teachers using the Assistment system (every two weeks) since September, 2004 value the system not only because their students get instructional assistance (e.g., scaffolding questions and hints), but also because they get online, live reports on students’ progress.
The “Grade Book”, shown in Figure 3.1, is the most frequently used report by teachers. Each row in the report represents information for one student, including total minutes using assistments, minutes today, number of problems and percent correct, prediction of MCAS score and performance level. Grad Book also summarizes student actions in an “Assistment metric”: number of scaffolding questions, student performance on scaffolding questions and number of student hint requests. In addition to performance, the “Assistment metric” exposes unusual student behaviour (e.g., making more attempts and requesting more hints than other students), suggesting students did not take assistments seriously or were “gaming the system” [1].
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Grade Book on real student data.

Our “prediction” of a student MCAS score is at this point primitive. The column is currently simply a function of percent correct. Given the nature of high stakes involved in MCAS, better predictions will be possible when students’ real scores become available. We might even remove these two columns related to MCAS score prediction until we feel more confident in our prediction, in another word, “rough and ready”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Total Time Spent (hrs)</th>
<th>Time Spent Today (min)</th>
<th># Done</th>
<th>% Correct</th>
<th>MCAS Score</th>
<th>Perf. Level</th>
<th># Correct</th>
<th>% Correct</th>
<th>Most Difficult MA. Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tom</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dick</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
so detailed that a student commented: “It’s spooky”, “He’s watching everything we do”.

The teacher can see individual questions associated with individual (e.g., difficult) knowledge components and the kind of errors made. (See Figure 3.2), thereby helping teachers to improve their instruction and to correct students’ misunderstandings.

3.1.2 Class Summary Report

Class Summary” is a report informing teachers about the knowledge status of classes. Teachers select their favourite transfer models, specify how many and which knowledge components are to be shown in the report (e.g., by tagging). They can also identify knowledge components on which students are good or bad during given time periods. Knowledge components are ranked according to correctness (green bars and percent correct in Figure 3.3, ). Clicking the name of a knowledge component hyperlink directs teachers items tagged with the component. Teachers can see question and preview or analyze the item.

These reports help teachers decide which knowledge components and items to focus on to maximize students’ achievement.

3.1.3 Class Progress Report

Since teachers let their students only use the Assistment system every two or three weeks, we show teachers their students’ progress at days they worked on the assistments.

Figure 3.4 shows a preliminary progress report for a class using the system since September 21st, 2004 for a total of 9 times to date. Predicted average MCAS raw scores increased from 18 to 33, with 33 being relatively stable. [Note: These predicted MCAS scores are conservative — based on every items ever done, instead of only items done on lab days.]
FIGURE 3.3
Class summary report for a teacher’s classes.
3.2 Analysis of Items

Item 20 N-2003 Morph (3/4 of 1 2/3) 24% Item 20 N-2003 (2/3 of 1 1/2) Morph2 26% Item 18 G-1998 (Angle in isosceles triangle) 27% Item 35 G-2001 (Angle between clock hands) 27% Item 13 D-1998 (Eiffel Tower model) 29%  

**Figure 3.6**: Problems order by correct rate.

The report shows the average correct rate of each problem, enabling teachers easily compare problem difficulty (See Figure 3.6). By breaking original items into scaffolding questions and tagging scaffolding questions with knowledge components, one can analyze individual steps of a problem. Figure 3.4 is a scaffolding report showing statistics on each scaffolding question associated with any particular item.
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You may notice that 154 is less than 88% of 180, which should be about 158. And the number of attempts on later scaffolding questions went down more. That’s because students could log out and log back in to redo the original question to avoid going through all scaffolding questions. We are trying to avoid this problem.
The first line of Figure 3.7 shows a hard problem – which only 12% of students got correct on their first attempt. Only 154 of the 180 students answered the original question correctly, forcing the system to introduce scaffolding questions. 56% of students asked for a hint, indicating low students’ confidence. (Comparing such numbers across problems helps identify items on which students think they need help.) The state classified the item according to its “congruence” (G.2.8) shown in bold. Other MA learning standards (M.3.8, P.7.8) were added in our first attempt to code these MCAS standards. Only 23% of students that got the original item incorrect can correctly answer the first scaffolding question — suggesting congruence is tough. The low percent correct (25%) on the 3rd question, asking students to solve for x, suggests varied sources of difficulty. Accordingly, we tagged “P.7.8-setting-up-and-solving-equations” to the problem.

Teachers want to know particular skills or knowledge components causing student difficulty in solving problems. Unfortunately the MCAS is not designed to be cognitively diagnostic and cannot help with such important questions. The scaffolding report provides less detailed cognitive diagnosis and cooperating teachers have designed scaffolding questions to help identify answers. For example, one teacher designed an assistment for (“What’s ? of 1 ??”). The first scaffolding question for the assistment is “what mathematical operation does the word ‘of’ represent in the problem”. This teacher said, “Want to see an item that 97% of my students got wrong?
Here it is… and it is because they don’t know ‘of’ means they should multiply.” Our reporting system confirmed the teacher’s hypothesis. Over 40% of her students could not select “multiplication” with 11 selecting “division”.

The scaffolding report has helped us develop our tutors in an iterative way. For each question, the report shows common errors and corresponding “buggy” messages. When building the Assistments, we have tried to “catch” common errors students might make and give them corrective feedback on that specific error. Because students may have different understandings of concepts, assistments may not give “buggy” messages for common errors, with our tutor loosing tutoring opportunities. Students may feel frustrated if they are continually being told “You are wrong” but get nothing instructive or encouraging. As shown in Figure 3.4, the wrong answer “15” to the third question has been given 13 times, but the assistment gave no feedback except correct or wrong. The assistment builders can improve their tutor by using online authoring tools [8] to add “buggy” messages like “It seems you have got the value of 2x+x, but we are looking for the value of x.”

A table called “Red & Green” distribution matrix (Table 3.1) is also shown in the scaffolding report. Numbers in the cells show how many students got questions correct (indicted by green number in un-shaded cells) or wrong (indicated by red in shaded cells). The number is split as the questions’ sequence number grows also showing how those students have done on previous questions. In this example, 4 students who answered the original question incorrectly went through all of the scaffolding questions correctly. This suggests that students have mastered the knowledge components required at each step and only need instruction on how to “compose” those steps. Eight students answered the original question wrong but answered the last (asking the same question) correctly. Since the assistment breaks the whole problem into scaffolding steps and gives hints and “buggy” messages, we would like to believe those students learned from working on the previous steps of this assistment.

3.3 Are Students Learning within the assistment system? Results

Some assistments are similar to others. They are either “morphs” of the original items or include the same knowledge components. Hence, we expect students working on assistments to do better on similar problems. Doing learning analysis by hand is both time consuming and fallible. So another aim of our reporting system is to automate the learning analysis process. Toward this end, the CONNECT/Java package provided by Insight S-PLUS was used to access the S-PLUS engine through Java, making it
possible to send statistical analyzing commands from our web server to the S-PLUS engine, then receiving and presenting the results on JSP pages. Figure 3.8 shows the result generated based on May, 2004 data. The “fractionMult” Learning Opportunity Group (LOG), including three fraction multiplication problems, showed a significant increase on students’ percent correct from the first to the second opportunity. The two opportunities were compared in S-PLUS using an ANOVA (p = .039) and a t-test (p = .015). Similar analysis of 2005 data set with over 600 students and 30 LOGs show statistically significant student learning — at about 5% on their second opportunity [7].

3.4 Performance evaluation

Our reporting system was first used in May, 2004. It worked well and most reports at the class level could be generated in less than 10 seconds. It took 10 to 20 seconds to generate a scaffolding report at a “system” level. Performance went down when the number of recorded student actions increased past 1 million. “Grade Book” reports have taken more than 2 minutes, which is unacceptable as a live report. Switching to an Oracle database The approaches used to generate reports was also updated. Now, the “Grade Book” report can be generated in an average of about 7 seconds. The system level scaffolding report for Item 19 (See Figure 3.4) takes about 5 seconds.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion we are developing state-of-the-art online reporting tools to help teachers become better informed about what their students know. These reports appear to work live in the classroom. There is still much to be done in automating statistical analysis of learning experiments. Our long term vision is to let teachers create content, and to let them know automatically by email when it has been determined that their content is better (or worse) than what is used currently. We have taken initial stops in that direction.
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